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Understanding Urban Design 
Urban design concerns the urban — as in the urban condition — a condition which is essentially about exchange — of culture and commerce, principally. This exchange should be the focus of urban design — the process of enabling an envisaged urban condition. And this urban condition relies on an interdependent relationship with the non-urban — with the surrounding productive rural landscape which provides food, energy, resources, and natural systems which contribute to the earth’s most basic functions. 

The Protocol unfortunately does not present urban design in this way. The title “Places for People” confines urban design to simply being about people and places. Urban design may have people as its audience, but its scope is not defined by “places”, nor is its undertaking only confined to “people”. Moreover, the referenced COAG agreement’s National Criteria for Cities incorrectly couples urban design with architecture (criterion 8). Urban design cannot be separated from the balance of the criteria dealing with more fundamental urban functions and phenomena. 

Coupling urban design with architecture reinforces the perception of urban design as the mere physical built environment — an environment somehow reduced to making “places for people”, separate from the real functional objectives of the city (and urban design) which are rightly expressed in the COAG criteria objectives as “competitive, productive, sustainable, liveable, socially inclusive…”. Indeed these criteria should be the focus and starting point for urban design, not physicality nor, in this context, its inconsequential form, structure, details and materials. 

The opening sentences in the Protocol state: 

“Urban design occurs across all parts of the city, from the inner city to the middle suburbs and outer metropolitan fringes. Urban design is relevant from the largest to the smallest scale developments, from city-wide transport networks, shopping malls and office blocks, to university campuses and hospitals, urban infill projects and new suburban developments.” 

Urban design cannot occur across the city; urban design is the process of enabling certain urban conditions — its definition is not set by describing city geography, city buildings, and real estate developments. Theses are physical manifestations of political economic investments — and in most cases are poor outcomes for an envisaged urban condition. The very definition of urban design as theses physical objects and land uses reinforce the tendency to produce poor urban conditions and poor physical environments. If urban design firstly focused on enabling or bringing about urban conditions — conditions which were liveable, sustainable, productive and resilient, then Australian cities may perform better, and feel better, or at least be more suited to our needs and desires. 

Political economic cities and relationship to the spatial 
The real machinery making of cities is economic and political. These two forces drive change, and are the authority on what and how a city develops. Urban design must address these two forces, and produce spatial outcomes which deliver the city in ways which meet economic
imperatives, achieve political consensus, are socially inclusive and acceptable and are environmentally sustainable. 

Protocol approach and format 
How is such a Protocol to be implemented? What mechanism will force its reference and use? 

The statement concerning the Protocol’s relationship with other policies and guidelines says: 

“The Australian Urban Design Protocol is intended to complement these materials by providing a national framework in the context of the COAG planning reforms, accompanied by peer-reviewed guidance on best practice, a toolkit on urban design concepts, and a range of case studies examples.” 

Concepts — abstract, ideas about the real world — formed in direct response to specific contextual real world circumstances cannot ever be documented as a toolkit. In design, process is more important than end results. John Brodsky, the poet, says: “The process takes precedence over its result, if only because the latter is impossible without the former.” (Brodsky, J; “A cat’s meow”, On Grief and Reason, 1997). 

In this regard, the overall objective of the Protocol to “encourage world-class urban design and architecture” is not something to be upheld as an objective; it is not something to be driven towards through urban design. It is, if by virtue of world-wide recognition, something which may eventuate, perhaps. It is an external characteristic, like beauty. Juhani Pallasmaa argues “beauty… cannot be preconceived, conscious targets in artistic work; one arrives at these qualities by struggling for other ends.” (Pallasmaa, J; The Thinking Hand— Existential and Embodied Wisdom in Architecture; 2009). 

In fact most places which have become “world-class” have lost their original, authentic appeal, due to either mass tourism, commercial domination, or a change in original function. Would Venice, for example, be a more interesting place to visit 200 years ago — as a gritty, water city — or today, in all its world class glory and promotion? 

These comments address the strategic nature and premise of the Protocol. 

I am very interested in helping with the understanding of these comments and their application in the formulation of policy concerning cities, and would welcome any opportunity to provide more input. 
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